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February 2009

Diners Fork 
Over Needed 
Cash For 
Damien Centre
INDIANAPOLIS—Restau-
rants all over town took part 
as the Damien Centre held 
their annual Dining Out For 
Life recently. Above a happy 
table at Adobo Grill while at 
left, our Word crew served 
as ambassadors at The 
Winner’s Circle, the day’s 
presenting sponsor. 

Look For Inside 
Pride Inside!

It’s pride time and from Dayton 
and Cincinnati to Lexington, 

Quad Cities and everywhere in 
between it’s time to get out and be 

proud! Look inside this issue of 
The Word for our annual Inside 

Pride® Guide. There’s info, stories, 
directions and more to area events 

(large and small). We hope to see 
you there!

Rights Groups 
Go To The Wall

IE & IE Action File Bankruptcy
INDIANAPOLIS—With more debts than cash in the bank and a tough fight ahead to 
stop an anti-gay marriage constitutional amendment, HJR-6, next year Indiana’s two 
largest gay and lesbian rights organisations, Indiana Equality (IE) and Indiana Equal-
ity Action (IEA) have reluctantly filed for bankruptcy reorganisation. The boards of 
both IE and IEA recently met to consider options for grounding the organisations in 
the best possible financial position to win against HJR-6 and to create a more inclusive 
Indiana. Unanimously — and as a result of thorough deliberation — the boards voted 
to reorganise both IE and IEA under the terms of bankruptcy.  

Please Continue On Page Three
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In a prepared statement e-mailed to The 
Word, the groups stated: “Over the past 
years we have been privileged with your 
help to fight for the basic human rights 
and dignities of many Hoosiers. The fight 
is far from finished and we are far from 
finished.

“The decision to reorganise under 
bankruptcy was not made lightly, as one 
can certainly imagine. Our all-volunteer 
organisation has been operating under a 
very lean, shoestring budget to strengthen 
our grassroots efforts and collaboration 
across the state, which makes this deci-
sion additionally painful, but we must be 
honest as our new leadership demands. 
IE/IEA have had a person in a position of 
trust in the near past who has not been 
faithful to what many would consider 
good fiduciary responsibilities. We have 

Indiana’s Two Biggest Rights Groups File Bankruptcy
lost money and are actively pursuing 
resolutions to the issues surrounding that 
situation.

As difficult as this decision is, it is the 

most responsible, both fiscally and politi-
cally. We owe it to you to be good stew-
ards of your faith and trust in us, and 
that optimism is oftentimes expressed in 
financial donations. We see your faces, 

we hear your stories. We fight with and 
for you, for all of us. That is why we must 
take this step — so we can move forward 
in a position of strength...”

LOUISVILLE—Two  books published in 
2011 by local publisher Butler Books will 
be awarded national book awards during 
the 2012 Book Expo America conference in 
June in New York City. 

One of the books, Parenting Adult Children: 
Real  Stories of Families Turning Challenges 
into Successes by Fred Schloemer,  Ed.D., 
has been awarded a Silver Medal in the 
Parenting/Family Category of the 2012 
Nautilus Book Awards. Schloemer has been 
a writer for The Word for many years and 
pens our monthly Outside The Box column. 
A Louisville native, Scholemer attended 
Atherton High School before continuing his 
education. He and his husband live outside 
Henryville, in Southern Indiana and barely 
escaped the recent tornadoes there — an 
experience he discussed in his May column.

The second winner is Two Centuries Of 
Black Louisville: A Photographic History,  
by Mervin Aubespin, Kenneth Clay and J. 
Blaine Hudson, which has been awarded 
a Gold  Medal in the Best Regional Non-
Fiction  Category of the awards.

For 16 years, the  national independent 
publisher book awards have been con-
ducted annually to honour the year’s best 
independently published titles and reward  
“books of quality and significance authored 
by those who exhibit the courage,  innova-
tion, and creativity to bring about change in 
the world of publishing.”  

 

Word 
Columnist’s 
Book Wins 
National 
Honour
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Your Vote 
Counts

By Rick Sutton / Political Columnist

Please Continue On Page 24
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July’s Edition
Deadline

™

Friday 15th June
Papers On Street:  
Tuesday 26th June

LOOSE LIPS SINK SHIPS

What an historic time! A senator toppled and the President spoke out for gay marriage 
— all within 14 hours.   

While the top Hoosier political news has no doubt been the defeat of a six-term U.S. 
Senator in the May primary, first things first:

Democratic gubernatorial candidate John Gregg followed President Obama’s historic 
9th of May announcement with one of his own: he’s still firmly in support of one-man-
one-woman marriage (current Indiana law), which practically makes him a front-court 
cheerleader for the Marriage Discrimination Amendment (HJR-6).

Gregg’s pronouncement drew instant and well-deserved catcalls from the civil rights 
community. 

As a former House Speaker Gregg oft spoke out in favour of the “traditional” marriage 
approach, so his views weren’t a complete surprise. But for a gubernatorial candidate 
who wants to appeal to a broad cross-section to win his loud pronouncement was a 
real shocker for multiple reasons:

   —Did anyone seek out his opinion? 

That’s an open question.

   —The governor doesn’t have a role in the debate over HJR-6. 

When it’s introduced in the 2013 General Assembly he cannot veto it or sign it. The 
Governor can use his bully pulpit (something we’d all hoped for from Gov. Mitch 
Daniels who sent strong signals of such views multiple times) but he gets no vote on 
it aside from one — his own — if it passes the general assembly and ends up on the 
ballot.

   —Why speak out at all?  Why step on your own President’s historic message?

In over three decades of statewide political campaigns, I’ve never seen such an out-
wardly stupid and unnecessary move.  

—Will it make a difference?  

It’s difficult to tell, but perhaps not for one poignant reason: the Republican nominee, 
Congressman Mike Pence, is political poison to anyone who seeks a strong civil liber-
tarian (that’s with a small “L”).

Of course the massive May Primary week news occurred at press time — the presi-
dent’s announcement, Gregg’s hari-kari and similar news from the camp of U.S. Rep. 
Joe Donnelly, the Democratic Senate nominee, will play out over the next several 
weeks.

Many, many gay, lesbian, bi and trans chequebooks are going to be used on other races 
and they should be. In 2012 it’s no longer acceptable for a state office candidate to 
openly poke a sharp stick in our eyes, especially when it’s on a subject on which the 
potential office-holder cannot directly make policy.

A SENATE LEGEND TOPPLES

U.S. Sen. Sen. Richard G. Lugar was soundly thumped in the Republican primary, by 
State Treasurer Richard Mourdock — who now takes on Donnelly in the Fall.

Lugar lost by over 20 percentage points despite an obvious heavier-than-normal Demo-
cratic cross-over. You knew Lugar’s night was over when he won Marion County by 
less than 7,000 votes. The Republican Senate fight took strange twists and turns.  

Mourdock, the darling of Tea Party loyalists, had the endorsement of the majority of 
Indiana’s Republican county chairmen. It was reported late in the campaign that an 
astonishing 20-plus of those chairmen hadn’t ever met Sen. Lugar. Candidates won’t 
win many primaries if county party chairmen don’t even know them face-to-face.

Lugar enlisted the aid of his longtime friend Gov. Mitch Daniels to no avail. Lugar took 
the unprecedented (Republican) opportunity to publicly beg for cross-over primary 
votes the week prior to the primary, too. He saw an unusual amount of money — over 
$3 million — dumped into the state via the new “SuperPACs”.  Thank you U.S. Su-
preme Court via “Citizens United.”

The cross-over appeal was something Lugar enjoyed in many Fall elections. His stature 
is difficult to ignore and that attracted a lot of Democratic support in six general elec-
tions. This year more of my Democratic friends took Republican ballots than I’ve ever 
heard of and they proudly proclaimed they’d done it.  

It was a difficult personal choice. I’ve got much respect for Lugar. We attend the same 
church and he has lived his faith in a dignified and non-thrashing sort of way. He was 
an exemplary mayor of Indianapolis, even if he allowed political hacks to carve-up 
local government for the exclusive control of fellow Republicans for almost four dec-
ades. We shared a past that included school board service. He has helped thousands of 
Hoosier families — including mine and friends — with difficult passport or immigra-
tion issues.  

In the end I chose not to take a Republican ballot. Parties moved from a convention-
nominating system to direct primaries three decades ago and I don’t want grouchy 
Republicans messing in my party’s primary so I decided to stay out of theirs. Each 
nominating system has its flaws.

The senator has never had a primary challenger in his long and storied career. That 
probably cost him big-time. He didn’t know how to run a campaign in a hotly-contest-
ed way save for a 1982 race.  

He has had only one serious Democratic opponent in his entire career. He had built 
up a strong resume of international diplomatic achievement — but his aloofness on a 
subject close to home cost him dearly in the end. He also would’ve been almost 87 by 
the end of his 7th term, which isn’t too old for some, but how many of us know anyone 
who can do that kind of schedule in their 80s? It’s rough.  

And then there was the strange case of his address.  

In Indiana, candidates for public office must be registered voters. To be a registered 
voter you’ve got to live at an address for a defined period of time.

When Lugar left Indianapolis to serve in the Senate he sold his southside home. He 
claimed that home as his voting address and driver’s licence address until just a few 
weeks ago. 

But there’s a problem with that: The woman to whom he sold the home lives there still.  
She’s a lifelong Republican and she’s voted from that home for 35 or so years. She was 
surprised to learn that the distinguished senator also lived there. And she said so pub-
licly when a complaint was filed.

Lugar blamed the address flap on Democrats but the case was brought to the Marion 
County Election Board by a life-long Republican who is also a certified fraud investiga-
tor.  
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Pink In 
The Sheets

By Mz. Pink / Word Columnist 

If You Want To Reach Customers All Over 
The Region, Reach For The Phone & Call Us! 
Anything Else Would Be A Wrong Number! 

317/725.8840

Hi Mz.Pink,

 I’m a young lesbian. My girlfriend and I have been dating for a short period of time, 
but I honestly think she’s the one for me. Every time I talk to her I get chills every-
where and baby butterflies in my belly. But the problem is I push people I care about 
away because I’m afraid I’ll hurt them, or turn out to be something they didn’t want. 
With Stryker (my girlfriend) she doesn’t care about anything just that I’m hers. I don’t 
want to push her away but the closer we get the more I find myself opening up, and 
then pushing her farther away. I don’t want to do that, but I don’t know how to stop 
myself from doing this. Do you know of any way to help me?

Thank you,

Jan

Dear Jan,

It sounds like you are having some anxiety — maybe about being in a relationship or 
maybe it has to do with you coming out to people or showing people who you really 
are. This could also affect how you treat others (not just girlfriends).  

If you’re not sure how people are going to treat you because of who you love then it is 
easy to push them away so you don’t have to deal with any negative comments or judg-
ments.

Here is what you need to do: Stop caring what others think and when you find yourself 
in a really happy place, don’t get scared and stop those feelings, grasp them and take 
them in. I don’t care how old you are, everyone deserves to be happy.

I believe that you have been so afraid of being happy that you relate it to hurting other 
people. Stop worrying — your girlfriend seems like she is into you also, so I think she 
would want you to be happy so let her make you happy! She probably wouldn’t be with 
you if you weren’t someone whom she wanted. And if you think she is the one for you 
then you want to make her happy, too, right?

As far as other people getting close to you and then you pushing them away... I under-
stand that it is hard to trust people, especially if you have been hurt in the past or if 
someone has betrayed that trust. But you have to move on. Don’t be completely naive, 
but let yourself open up to others and the idea that they might not hurt you. Not every-
one is a liar and ready to hurt you.

I am not telling you to trust everyone you meet with all your heart, but do let others 
around you in and let them learn who the real you is and let them get to know you for 
yourself. This will make you a stronger person in the long run. It will also feel good 
to not be so sheltered from others — especially when it seems like you are your own 
worst enemy right now.

Jan, I also know that this feat isn’t going to happen overnight, but with practice and 
knowledge you can succeed. When you feel yourself shutting down, stop! Tell yourself, 
“I deserve this.” And if you get hurt, just move on the best you can. Things will happen 
but it is how you handle those curve balls which will make you a stronger person. You 
want to be the strongest person you can be for yourself becuase you know what you 
want out of relationships and your life, right? 

I wish I could tell you that things get easier the older you get, but I’d be fibbing. I can 
tell you that if you know who you are and what you deserve then it is easier to be hon-
est with other people and convey your feelings to them. Don’t hide behind hurt feelings 
— that just makes it worse and it’s just not worth it, especially when you have a lot to 
offer. Good luck!

Mz. Pink (e-mail welcome at pinkinthesheets@gmail.com)
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Our 
Opinion

Word Publisher

The Word, with this issue, turns 21. As another paper around here said 
when they did the same a few months ago, we are now of age, but instead 
of hoisting more than just a drink or two to the ripe old age of 21, we’d 
like to ask that the community show some pride during this June pride 
month by refraining just a bit from having too many.

Don’t get us wrong. We are not teetotalers and we do like a Drambuie 
or Strongbow as much as anyone else, but we do not drink to excess and 
feel that as a community way too many of our fellow gays, lesbians, bi 
and trans folks seem to. 

We don’t understand why drinking to excess is such a part of our gay 
culture, but it always has been. We’re past 60 (the “we” in this case being 
your publisher) and this is nothing new or newsworthy. We always were 
the designated drivers when we were single and used to go out dancing in 
the 70s, 80s and early 90s. We never just “had” to have a drink, much less 
three or four, and it always amused us in a perverse way that so many of 
our friends used to go out and come home totally blotto every weekend. 
And they used to end up in some pretty funny situations because of that 
overconsumption, too. 

I will admit I laughed — often at their expense, too — before I bailed 
them out (once in the late 80s even on Christmas Eve!), picked them up 
and drove them home where I used to dutifully tuck them into their own 
beds and tiptoe my way back home stone sober.

But this editorial is more about us as a community as opposed to we 
as individuals. As the economy has changed, I find that more and more 
often one or more of the big liquor distributorships or brewers are the 
top sponsors of community events. And I ask is this really the direction 
we need or want to be going? 

We know cash is tight and we, and likely you, do not have as much to 
spare as we used to, but have we sold our bodies and souls to these big 
firms for a blockbuster pride act, a dance troupe at a show or a tray of 
snacks at an art auction?

The whole matter was brought to my attention again a few months 
ago by our straight proofreader who wrote a little note next to a youth 
group art auction fundraiser ad which was sponsored by this newspaper, 
as well as — amongst others — an alcohol firm and prominently featured 
their logo as well as ours. The note — connected to the liquor firm’s logo 
by an arrow — simply read, “Is this appropriate?”

She later told me she did not feel it was, and after thinking about it, 
neither do we. Yes, we do understand that the event was to benefit the 
youth group and their projects — not for the members to attend, so no 
under-21s were being encouraged to imbibe. But so long as it had their 
name attached, was it appropriate?  She did not think so and neither do we.

The same in this month filled with a plethora of prides is true. How 
many have as a lead or major sponsor an alcoholic beverage firm? In 
our way of thinking perhaps too many. It is true that these firms know 
we as a community use a lot of their products and so long as that’s done 
responsibly we as a newspaper have no complaint. If we did we’d not 
drink ourselves much less run club or alcohol ads — and we do gratefully 
accept both so this is not the pot calling any kettles black. But when it 

comes to public fundraisers, shows, pride events and parties — ones 
which show our side of things to the larger community — is this really 
the face we want to be seen first and biggest?

It is true that the funds from these promotions allow prides to prosper. 
That includes hiring of top talent for events, stages plus vastly more 
impressive parties and the like. But is this the biblical selling of our souls 
for a handful of coins? And if so, where should we draw the line?

As I said at the outset, I do not oppose drinking and will raise a few 
I’m sure not only to celebrate The Word’s 21st year, but all of the prides 
we plan to attend this Summer. That said, I do wish more folks running 
events would think about the impression given to the public seeing 
year after year and event after event sponsored by the same handful of 
alcoholic beverage firms.

It might mean we’d need to cut back a bit on the grand scale of some 
events were we to accept fewer donations from these firms, but would it 
really hurt?  I was chairman of pride in Indy in the 90s and so was my 
partner afterwards. We did it all for fewer dollars and thus fewer sponsors 
and everybody had just as much fun.

We also attend and sponsor prides in a number of Midwest cities and 
we don’t find folks shying away from attending events like Spencer’s 
Pride because there’s no major alcohol served and no big liquor firm as 
a sponsor. We all pitch in and have a great time without the need.

Back in the day we had great local DJs, MCs and performers who gave 
their time — and tips — to allow us to have free events without the focal 
point being the bar area.

Before you grab your keyboard or pen and flame us for this editorial, 
we urge you to think just a minute. We aren’t advocating a return to 
prohibition nor regulation of liquor — we feel the U.S. already does too 
much of this compared to our neighbours in Europe where 18 is the 
drinking age and laws are much more lax. 

Instead we are asking the gay and lesbian community which we serve 
to investigate additional avenues of non-alcoholic support, to think and 
drink appropriately when it comes to sponsorships and to see ourselves 
as others see us, especially after a few too many. And that’s without even 
mentioning that an awful lot of unsafe sex happens when one or more 
of the parties are drunk, drugged or both. 

The proofreader did not say she felt the youth group event sponsorship 
by a liquor firm was wrong. She did instead question whether it was 
“appropriate”. We as the now-21-year-old newspaper serving our 
community feel likewise and ask that more of you give some thought 
to it while you are joining us to celebrate our pride at this time of year.

So have a great June! Drink one for us! Just know and observe your 
limits and remember the TV cameras and community will be watching. Let’s 
act in a way of which we can all be proud — both publicly and privately.
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Your Vote 
Counts

Continued From Page Four
Game, set, match. Thus a long and strong career as an internationally-respected peace-
maker came to an abrupt and sorry end. And it could’ve been prevented.

When we send folks to D.C. they’d best hire staff who know “DuBois County” isn’t pro-
nounced the French way. And that Pulaski County isn’t “Pulaskee” but “PulaskEYE.”  
And who know that old but still-funny Hoosierism: “South Bend is in the north, North 
Vernon is in the south and French Lick is nothing like it sounds.”

Lugar’s loss immediately put the Senate seat into play and Donnelly no doubt benefits.  
At the end of the day it caused many a good Republican to drink a little more than nor-
mal. But they should’ve seen it coming.

CIVIL RIGHTS HISTORY

President Obama made history the 9th of May also when he confirmed what had been 
rumoured for weeks: his “evolution” is complete.

To the political set it was a sloppy roll-out. Vice President Biden appeared on NBC’s 
Meet the Press three days earlier and voiced strong support for gay marriage. The seg-
ment was taped two days prior. We all know Joe is oft-teased for his open-mike gaffes.  
But the President’s handlers could not have scheduled that network appearance with-
out knowing the veep would venture into gay territory. It just doesn’t happen that way.

Then, 12 hours later, Education Secretary Arne Duncan similarly voice approval for 
full marriage equality. And the floodgates were open: D.C. insiders know that Duncan 
is the President’s long-time Chicago friend and perhaps his closest ally in the cabinet.  

This White House is so tightly-scripted they even scheduled a Biden “trip to the wood-
shed” 11th May and made sure the trip’s agenda leaked to the media.  

The President’s public announcement has multiple political implications — more on 
that later. And it’s complicated when it comes to individual states’ marriage amend-
ments and initiatives. But the significance cannot be overlooked.

Presidents lead via public pronouncements. They sway public opinion. Make no mis-
take: the announcement was very likely scripted to the last breath. But even if it wasn’t, 
the President admitted he’d been “evolving’ on the issue for years.

As has America.

One day prior to the President’s historic announcement North Carolina became the 
30th state to adopt a constitutional amendment to prohibit gay marriage. Their amend-
ment is strikingly similar to Indiana’s pending amendment and the Tar Heels lost 
badly: 60-40.

There’s much to debate regarding the President’s election chances and political fallout 
from the announcement. But this President has strong political instincts.

For those who say it’ll hurt him the “swing states” are often debated, but for sure they 
include North Carolina, Michigan, Ohio, Pennsylvania and a few others. In those states 
— save for the urban areas of Pittsburgh and Philadelphia, as well as some areas of 
urban Ohio and Detroit — the marriage issue is polarising.  

For others the argument goes like this: This issue is moving our way already. Nobody 
will change their mind based on the President’s announcement.  

The current best-guess electoral map gives the President a strong advantage. That will 
move and shift over the next five months. But this much is certain: the President has 
energised most of his base to a level that more resembles 2008’s historic “every state 
strategy.” It rallies the far-right, too, but their numbers are shrinking in the states that 
will make a difference.

A potential conclusion: It’ll all come down to Ohio, Michigan and Florida. Again. And I 
like those odds.

NORTH CAROLINA FALLOUT

North Carolina voters approved a constitutional amendment in May which will man-
date marriage as opposite-gender only. And the fallout was quick.

An exit poll indicated a large percentage of Carolinians had no idea the amendment 
would likely prohibit civil unions and non-married partner benefits. And business lead-
ers were scratching their heads over the impact on North Carolina’s storied Research 

Triangle, the home of tens of thousands of high-tech jobs. North Carolina is also the 
home office of multiple financial institutions. Their personnel policies have included 
same-sex partner benefits for over two decades. State universities immediately huddled 
to determine if they’d be able to keep top faculty to whom domestic partner benefits 
are important.

A marriage amendment de-brief was scheduled among top equality leaders nationwide 
immediately after the loss. The President’s announcement not-with-standing there’s 
clearly much work to do.

YET TO BE CHOSEN: RUNNING MATES

In political circles few events cause as much stir and gossip as the choice of running 
mates.

President Obama has his. Republican presidential nominee Mitt Romney and both 
Indiana gubernatorial nominees must choose theirs.

Governor Daniels continued to flirt with national ticket suggestions until late Spring.  
But there could be other Hoosier connections. U.S. Sen. Dan Coats (R) is among those 
who ought to be considered. He served three House terms and is in his third Senate 
term. He was an ambassador to Germany under President George W. Bush. He loathes 
the spotlight, which would play perfectly in a Romney White House. It makes sense ex-
cept — the last Hoosier in similar situation was the man whose House seat Coats took: 
former Congressman and Senator Dan Quayle. That won’t play well.

And on the state front: Pence and Gregg must choose nominees. Not that either look 
here for advice, but here’s some blatantly speculative gossip:

Pence is running from the front with a  strong lead. He only has to avoid a screw-up 
to get very close to victory.  In that regard, he’d be smart to choose the current lieuten-
ant governor, Becky Skillman, who has the respect and admiration of most county and 
district GOP leaders. She took herself out of the gubernatorial sweepstakes 18 months 
ago allegedly due to health concerns, but if she is well she ought to get a strong look.  
And if Pence wants to soften his very sharp right-wing edges, he could look to the mod-
erate wing of his party, at, well…..Damn. There isn’t anyone.  

I take that back. 

Evansville’s new mayor Lloyd Weinneke was a county commissioner who strongly-
backed that city’s new Human Rights Ordinance. He would appease those who want 
an “anything but Indianapolis” flavour to the ticket. And that’s a huge contingent. He’s 
sensible and might bring Vanderburgh County into the Republican fold.

On the Democratic side, there’s a strong contingent to compliment Gregg.

Senate Minority Leader Vi Simpson (Ellettsville) ought to be governor. She’s up for re-
election to her senate seat this year and may not want to switch to a statewide effort.  
She is liberal, but she has the respect of senate colleagues on both sides of the aisle.  
She’s a strong advocate of women’s issues and education.  

In the legislature there are several stars: Reps. Terri Austin and Ed Delaney. Sens. 
Lonnie Randolph (a former judge), Greg Taylor, Tim Lanane, Karen Tallian and John 
Broden. South Bend’s energetic new mayor, Pete Buttigieg should not be written off 
quite yet for this election either.  

For Gregg the choice ought to be used to round-out his small town image and to give 
longtime activists a “home-base” which mutes the too-conservative mantra Gregg loves 
to preach.

Choosing a running mate is like courting if you want to win. Otherwise, it’s a worthless 
exercise enroute to a slaughter. Just ask Jill Long’s 2008 running mate — if, that is you 
can even remember who it was!  

NEXT MONTH: PARTY CONVENTIONS

Indiana’s political party conventions occur next month along with pride celebrations 
statewide. Next month’s column will review those conventions as well as Midwest gay, 
lesbian, bi and trans political happenings.

Look For The Word At A Pride Near You!
We’ll Be At Spencer, Davenport/Quad Cities, 
Dayton, Cincinnati, Lexington, Fort Wayne, 

& Lafayette
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FEEL ALL THE STRESS & TENSION
MELT FROM YOUR BODY

UNDER THE HANDS
OF A NATIONALLY-CERTIFIED

MASSAGE THERAPIST

 INCREDIBLE 
90 Minute MASSAGE 

FOR JUST $60
CLINIC LOCATED On East 86th Street In The Nora Area

CALL RON AT
(317) 902-2796

EXPERIENCE THE DIFFERENCE
WITH QUALITY MASSAGE!

Bill Malcolm / Word Colunist & Sports Fan

Play 
Ball!

(EDITOR’S NOTE—Welcome to one of two new columns which begin this issue in The  
Word. Bill Malcolm is a local fan of various sports and has an interest not only in what’s 
going on on the field but in participating and getting as many of us in the community 
to leave our sofas and TV sets and join in outdoor activities and promote better physical 
health. His e-mail is billmalcolm@gmail.com and he welcomes any and all contributions 
of news, new teams, events and so on for future columns not only from Indianapolis and 
around Indiana but from any of the cities where The Word circulates. We welcome Bill to 
our crew!)

It’s Summer. Time to get out and fraternize and get some exercise, too. Indianapolis 
has several gay, lesbian, bi and trans - oriented sports clubs, meaning you have a lot of 
options to choose from. 

Here are the ones (mostly in my hometown of Indianapolis) which provided me with 
information for this first column:

Indy Tennis

The club meets Saturdays at 10 a.m. at Riverside Park just south of 38th Street. You 
can join a ladder and play others of like ability levels or just show up. Men and women 
of various abilities are welcome and they are having a tournament this September, too. 
For more information e-mail them at indy.tennis@yahoo.com or visit their website, 
www.indytennis.com  

Several team members are going to Louisville to the tournament scheduled there in 
July. They are a Gay & Lesbian Tennis Association (GLTA) sanctioned club. See glta.net 
for details of clubs and tennis meets around the country. You will find a lot of choices!

Frontrunners/Frontwalkers

Indy’s chapter of this world wide group meets at 6.30 p.m. on Tuedays at the Indian-
apolis Zoo and on Saturdays at 9 a.m. at Hinkle Fieldhouse on the Butler University 
campus. Many of the club members participated in the Mini-Marathon a few weeks 
ago, but others are “front-walkers”. All women and men who like to run and walk are 
welcome. They, too, have a website: www.indyfrontrunners.org for more information 
and schedules of events.

Indy’s No Attitude Volleyball

This group has gone missing and I’d love to get an update in time for my July column. 
They were meeting Sundays in the Summer in Broad Ripple at Broadway Park (at 
62nd and Broadway just west of college) at 2 p.m., however, I noticed on a recent Sun-
day that they were not there. Any news for me to share? Maybe a new location? 

Basketball

Yes, we have a basketball club here in Indianapolis. See their website at www.india-
naspartans.com to find out more. I have met one member, but I will readily admit I am 
personally not that familiar with the team. Maybe someone will write an item for me 
to include next time.

Swimming

Indianapolis has no gay or lesbian swimming club per se although several local swim-
mers are active in the local U.S. master’s swim club and go to the swim meets in other 
cities. See igla.org for details of teams in nearby cities like Columbus and Ann Arbor, 
Michigan as well as the listing of their upcoming meet in Iceland if you are looking for 
a real travel and swim adventure.

Missing Teams...
There are several other sports which I know have teams, either here or in nearby cities, 
but I have had a tough time finding information. These include: Softball (I have run 
into a few of the players but was unable to get the details on this group. I do know 
Louisville has a very active softball league which recently competed in Tampa at one of 
the national torunaments.); Hiking/Outdoors (There is a meet-up group for hikers but 
I don’t now anything about it. Go to www.meetup.com to find it.); Bicycling (Alas, no 
gay and lesbian biking group in Indy at this time that I can find.)

That’s all for this month. Send corrections and clarifications to billmalcolm@gmail.
com (as well as details about your sports group) so we can publish them next month.

Indy Pride Adds 
Run To Event 

Schedule Saturday 
2nd June

INDIANAPOLIS—Indy Pride wants the community to get moving so they’ve an-
nounced the the inaugural Rainbow 5K Run/Walk, which will kick off pride week Sat-
urday 2 June with a lap thru the Herron Morton Place and Fall Creek neighbourhoods.  

Proceeds from the Rainbow 5K Run/Walk will support the Resource Centre Fund and 
provide HIV education through the Indiana AIDS Fund, a programme of the Health 
Foundation of Greater Indianapolis.

According to a news release from the event’s organisers “the mission of the Rainbow 
5K Run/Walk is to engage and promote personal wellness and healthy lifestyles in 
the community.” In addition, the event hopes to build and strengthen relationships 
between the gays, lesbians, bis and our allies. It is also hoped the event will become an 
annual one to kick off pride week in Indianapolis.

Organisers said they want to provide an event filled “with fun people being healthy by 
exercising for a great cause.” 

Participants may register at www.rainbow5k.com

The event also needs volunteers to assist with logistics, etc. Businesses are asked to 
consider sponsoring the event or providing donations (gift cards or goods or services 
to be given as prizes).  

The Indiana Health Foundation is the presenting sponsor, however additional spon-
sors are welcome! Please contact Vivian Farris at vivian1716@gmail.com for a list of 
sponsorship opportunities. 
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and
the
by Matt Ponder

pecs
So, I wrote an hilarious, reflective piece on who I am and how this column takes its form for 
this month’s issue, but a friend of mine who is a counsellor at a local high school thought in 
light of current events it would be better to reprint the column I wrote about bullying — the It 
Gets Better Project and my sage advice to our young gay brothers and sisters. She said that many 
young people venture to pride every year and she mentioned that it is often their only contact 
with our community and this newspaper, so they should read words that remind them of their 
inherent value. For the rest of you, the bacchanal of pride is a time for celebration and fellow-
ship but it is also the time to realise that without our love, guidance and support we won’t have 
a new generation to carry on our legacy. Take a moment during the festivities to welcome our 
youth with open arms, because without them we will become extinct. See you in the sun at 
pride!

It gets better. That’s what all the videos from celebrities and a myriad of other people from 
different professions across the globe are telling our gay youth. “It gets better.”  My question 
is probably the same as every kid out there who sees these video messages: Does it? Really? 

Don’t get me wrong here — I think it’s amazing that so many people from all walks of life, 
both famous and non-famous, are rallying around the gay youth of our nation.  But words 
can only do so much. It’s similar to trying to tell someone who has just gone through a pain-
ful loss that everything will be okay. They’re just words.

Saying “I know how you feel” has an artificial ring to it that someone in pain can sense a mile 
away. Sure we can identify with the struggle against bullies and the uphill climb to become 
who we truly are, but just like the details of a death in the family or an excruciating break-up, 
every situation is different.  

How can a gay kid from Dogpatch, U.S.A. feel that a celebrity ensconced in a Bel-Air man-
sion can possibly know the pain and the isolation of being the only gay person in a hundred-
mile stretch of corn and ignorance? What these young people need is a physical manifesta-
tion of what they can become, but the problem is that it may not exist. And if it does, the 
person who may be able to help them is still hiding in the closet afraid of what might become 
of them if they step into the light and tell the world who they really are.  

Bullies like to use strength or power to intimidate those who are weaker. And when you hide 
your head in shame it makes you weak. If you want to show our gay youth that it gets better 
you need to make sure the world knows who you are and who you love. 

Be an example to someone who may have no one to turn to in their time of need. Let them 
know that bullies will never win and that bullies are just sad, brainless products of our soci-
ety and their own cowardice. The funny thing about the word “bully” is that is comes from a 
Middle Dutch word boele, which actually means “lover”. As Alanis would say: isn’t it ironic?  

So what makes a bully a bully? Bullying isn’t something that appears out of nowhere. It is 
bred into people who believe they need to lash out at things they perceive as different or 
things they fear. Let me cast a wider net by saying you can see a bully’s violent stripes in 
terrorist cells. You can see their fear of diversity in the religious right. You can even see the 
pleasure they take in tormenting others in the Legion Of Doom.  But heroes stand up against 
these bullies and show them they can’t win. Bullying won’t end because we expel vicious 
football players or lock up religious extremists. The reason they are bullies in the first place is 
because that’s the way they were raised.  

When parents decide to raise their children to embrace diversity — whether it’s the colour of 
someone’s skin, who they choose to love or even the waist size of their classmates — then bul-
lying will die a lonely, well-deserved death. Along with teaching our children that people who 
are different are just like everyone else, we also must teach our youth that there’s no need to 
jump on a bandwagon when other, less educated kids are bullying those who are different. 
Even if you fall into the category of what this world considers to be normal, it’s okay to stand 
up, speak out against hate and be exactly who you are.  

The media is flush with reports of how schools and communities are finally going to put an 
end to bullying. The sad news is it will never end. Bullies will find a way. They always find a 
way. It’s the same as saying that one day we will win the war on crime or the war on drugs. 
It won’t happen. Not until the entire world somehow shifts their way of thinking. The death 
penalty hasn’t stopped people from murdering each other and prison time hasn’t dissuaded 
drug dealers from pumping our nation full of poison, so what hope does an anti-bullying 
crusade have? The hope that teenagers decide they would rather graduate or play basketball 
as opposed to torturing their classmates?  Does anyone really think about the consequences 

when they are caught up in the moment? Not always. And by then the damage is done.  

We are all scarred by what happened to us in high school. Whether you were an acne-spotted 
theater geek or an all-American running back, if you are gay, back then you lived a lie to 
survive. Maybe you bullied someone who was more like you than you’d care to admit because 
you saw your reflection in their frightened gaze and even though you weren’t on the receiving 
end of taunts and harassment, you were stuck in your own prison of denial and deception.  

Was I bullied in high school? Constantly. I was 98 pounds of skin, bones and braces who 
barely looked up in the hallways. That Matt still lives inside of the confident 190-pound 
muscle-bound lothario I am today. But I haven’t forgotten him. And the fact that my training 
and knowledge has blessed me with the ability to cripple or kill a man only fuels my fire of 
rage when I hear about my young brethren being tormented by half-witted, weak-willed oxen.  

Does it make me the same as them when I think about teaching these pathetic bullies a les-
son by giving them a bloody taste of their own medicine? Maybe. But I think it makes me 
more of a champion, a vigilante, a hero who wants to protect and save the children he will 
never have. I look at it this way: how do you feel about someone who kills for the fun of it 
compared to a person who kills someone in self-defence? If I thought giving some Cro-Mag-
non bully a black eye or a busted molar would prevent a gay teen from killing himself, I’d say 
wrap my knuckles in some tape. Sometimes it’s the only language bullies understand.  

I firmly believe that violence is never the answer to anything, but sometimes fighting fire 
with fire may be the only solution. Unfortunately some kids who are bullied believe the same 
thing and that’s when tragedies like Columbine happen. When violence breeds violence it can 
escalate and spin out of control. On the flip side of this violent coin, when kids are afraid to 
be who they are in the town where they live, they seek out companions on the internet. These 
predators are often not who they say they are and sometimes these trysts end in murder. 
Because of these unfavourable consequences people who truly want to help are wary of how 
they will be perceived. If I said that my home was open to any teenager who was lost and 
scared how would that make me look? Like a Good Samaritan or someone from To Catch A 
Predator? Unfortunately the sword cuts both ways.   

My parents always taught me “living well is the best revenge”. I never really knew what that 
meant until I saw one of my bullies where he belonged: pathetic, broken-down and working 
behind the counter at a fast-food restaurant. Did I take pleasure in this?  You bet I did. But 
when he was shoving me into my locker and spilling my lunch tray I had no idea that I would 
have this moment of clarity. The other thing my parents taught me was to stand up for my-
self, but that was a harder road. If I knew then what I know now, I can guarantee there would 
have been a lot of broken bones and an expulsion for yours truly.  

No matter what happens, there will be a continuing wave of young people emerging into a 
world that fears and despises them. There’s no way anyone can stop it or beat the gayness out 
of any of them. The time for ignorance is over. It’s time for all of us to rise up — just like our 
brothers at Stonewall did — to show the world that we are not going anywhere and that we 
will protect our young like a lioness on the African veldt.  There’s a new era coming and I am 
going to do whatever it takes to gay it forward and cement my legacy. What are you going to 
do?  

So… What do I have to say to young gay people who are out there feeling scared and alone? 
Yes, it does get better. But don’t take my word for it. Stand up and see how beautiful and 
amazing you are. Life isn’t for hiding, life is for living. Life gives you the chance to laugh, 
to love, to dance and even time to look up at the stars. Follow your heart and jump to your 
feet because when you finally stand up and take a stand for what you believe in, that’s when 
people will show up and stand with you to take your side. If no one’s around to help you, help 
yourself. Do your push-ups and make sure you keep your left up when you deliver that right 
at eyebrow level.  

If you think you can’t fight, then pack your bags and run to a place where your gay broth-
ers and sisters will help you. Remember that strangers aren’t always a threat but use your 
common sense and let people earn your trust. Most importantly, if you are thinking about 
ending it all, please, please don’t do it. Hold on. Don’t let those dicks win. Show them how 
wrong they are by becoming who you want to be. Who you dream of being. The world needs 
you. Have you ever seen a Christmas tree with one light missing? It throws everything off. We 
need your light in this world to make it complete.

I know it hurts and I know it feels like there is no one out there who cares about you, but 
you are wrong. Someone’s waiting to be your friend. Someone’s waiting to be a part of your 
whole new family. Someone’s waiting to hold your hand and kiss your lips and show you that 
every ounce of pain you’ve ever felt has been worth it. Maybe our churches and our govern-
ment want you to believe that you don’t matter, but they are spineless cowards hiding behind 
words they twist to suit their needs. Don’t listen to them. Instead, heed the words of all the 
people out there who care about you by saying: “it gets better”.  Better yet, take a look at 
yourself in the mirror and tell that person you see and the person you will become: “I’m go-
ing to make it better.” It’s a long, hard road to get to the Emerald City where all your dreams 
will finally come true, but we are here waiting for you. So, come and get it. I can’t wait to 
meet you.
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Chelsea Roth, Pharm D / Walgreen’s Community Pharmacy

Ask The 
Pharmacist

Few people like to talk openly about bowel movements, but let’s just be honest – every-
body poops! Phew! I’m glad that’s out there in the open! 

Now let’s be adults and talk about this important subject. After all, the frequency of 
your bowel movements says a lot about your internal health. 

This article will discuss the importance of bowel health and ways that you can normal-
ise your bowel habits. 

Experts say that it should take the average person 20 hours to eliminate after a meal.  
That means you should be having a bowel movement at least once per day.  However, it 
is estimated that over 4 million people in the United States are frequently constipated 
(doctors define constipation as having fewer than three bowel movements per week). 

The most common causes of constipation include dietary deficits of fluids and fibre, 
various disease states and medications and the lack of an exercise routine. While there 
are many prescription and over-the-counter medications to combat constipation, it’s 
important to remember three F’s before heading to the pharmacy – Fluids, Fibre and 
Fitness. These three factors can help normalise your bowel habits and maintain bowel 
health without you ever stepping into the drug store.

Fluids:

You have probably heard a million times that you should drink more water, and it’s 
true! Unless your doctor has put you on a fluid-restricted diet for a medical condition, 
it is recommended that you drink eight to ten glasses of water and other liquids per 
day. This helps to promote regular bowel habits. 

Caffeinated drinks (coffee, tea, soft drinks) frequently cause dehydration and may 
actually worsen constipation. 

Also be aware that consuming a large amount of dairy products (including drinking 
milk) can actually cause constipation. For those of you who cannot stand drinking 
water, there are many products available to flavour water while still keeping the nutri-
tional benefits of plain water.  

Fibre: 

Daily dietary fibre requirements vary by age and gender. The National Academy of Sci-
ences’ Institute of Medicine recommends that men 50 years old or younger consume 
38 grams of dietary fibre daily and men over 51 years should consume 30 grams daily 
(for women, 25 grams and 21 grams, respectively).  Dietary fibre plays many important 
roles in the body including helping to have regular bowel movements and maintaining 
bowel health, lowering blood cholesterol levels, helping to control blood sugar levels as 
well as aiding in weight loss. 

If your current diet is lacking fibre, make sure you increase the amount you consume 
over seven to ten days to minimise gas. Good choices for dietary fibre include whole 
grain products, fruits, vegetables, beans, peas, legumes, nuts and seeds. 

Refined or processed foods — such as canned fruits and veggies, white bread and pulp-
free juices are lower in dietary fibre content. Fibre supplements (Metamucil, Citrucel, 
etc.) do not provide the vitamins and minerals found in high-fibre foods, but if you’re 
unable to increase the amount of fibre in your diet sufficiently, they may serve as a 
great substitute.  

Fitness: 

Did you know that one of the key risk factors for constipation is inactivity? Regular 
exercise can encourage routine bowel movements and promote bowel health. Exercise 
and movement decreases the amount of time it takes for food to move through the 
large intestine. 

This means that the water content of the stool is not absorbed from the stool into your 
body making it easier to pass. It is important to choose an exercise routine you enjoy 
so that you stick to it. Walking, jogging, yoga, swimming and dancing are all examples 
of exercises that promote bowel health. 

Remember, though, that increased physical activity means you need to drink more 
fluids to account for the amount lost as sweat — especially in these Summer months.  

It is important to talk to your doctor about constipation, especially if you’re being 
treated for any other medical conditions or take medications. Many medical condi-

tions and medicines can cause or worsen constipation. 

Furthermore, many over-the-counter remedies for constipation are not recommended 
for certain people (An example: Fleets Phospha-Soda should be avoided by people who 
have heart failure, kidney disease or imbalances in their blood electrolytes.) 

Occasional constipation does not typically warrant a visit to your doctor, but persistent 
constipation should not be ignored. When treating constipation with over-the-counter 
medications it is typically recommended that you start with a bulk-forming laxative 
such as Metamucil, Citrucel, FiberCon or Colace (Docusate).  Please note that these 
products should not be expected to work instantly. It can take up to 72 hours to have a 
bowel movement after taking one of these products. Remember that during that time 
you should be drinking lots of water and increasing your fibre intake and physical 
activity.  

Some over-the-counter constipation remedies like the stimulant laxatives – Senna or 
Dulcolax (Bisacodyl) are not for routine use and should not be used for longer than 
one week at a time. As always, if you’re unsure if an over-the-counter product is right 
for you, please don’t hesitate to contact your doctor or your pharmacist.   

News In 
Brief

UNDER FIRE, BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA RESPONDS, BUT REFUSES TO MEET 
WITH OHIO MOM REMOVED AS DEN LEADER FOR BEING GAY

As an Ohio mom’s Change.org campaign urging the Boy Scouts of America (BSA) to stop 
discriminating against gay scouts and leaders attracted national media attention, surpassing 
140,000 supporters, the organisation issued a statement to CNN.com reaffirming the policy 
that led to the removal of Jennifer Tyrrell — den leader and mother of a seven-year-old Cub 
Scout — and implying that Tyrrell had taught “young people about sex or sexual orientation.” 

“Our focus is on delivering the nation’s foremost youth programme of character development 
and values-based leadership training,” said Deron Smith, BSA’s Director of Public Relations, 
in a statement to CNN.com’s LZ Granderson. “Our mission does not include teaching young 
people about sex or sexual orientation, and we do not believe it is Scouting’s role to introduce 
this topic in our youth development programme.”

Tyrrell was removed from her position as den leader in March 2012 after nearly a year of 
exemplary service, during which her scouts were honoured for their commitment to volun-
teerism, leadership, and community service. Tyrrell has denied ever discussing her sexual 
orientation with scouts, a claim corroborated by several parents who involved in Pack 109, 
the scout group she led until being removed. 

“The Boy Scouts are supposed to have a platform of tolerance, acceptance, and support -- val-
ues that drew my son Cruz to be a scout, and that drew me to want to be a den leader,” said 
Tyrrell. “Yet by continuing to dismiss gay youth and gay leaders from their organization, the 
Boy Scouts of America is failing these values, harming families and communities by sending 
a message that all are not welcome.” 

Tyrrell’s petition on Change.org urges the Scouts to reinstate her and end their long-held 
policy that forbids gay and lesbian youth and leaders from participating in scouting. More 
than 140,000 people, including hundreds of current and former boy scouts and scout leaders, 
as well as celebrities including Josh Hutcherson, Jesse Tyler Ferguson, as well as Glee stars 
Max Adler and Grant Gustin have issued their support for Tyrrell’s campaign.

GLAAD, a national media advocacy and anti-defamation organisation that supports lesbian, 
gay, bisexual and transgender rights, reached out to the Boy Scouts of America to offer a 
meeting between BSA and Tyrrell but the organisation refused via e-mail.

In response to BSA’s statement to CNN, several parents of children in Pack 109 spoke out in 
support of Tyrrell’s record and noted that Tyrrell never made her sexual orientation a subject 
of discussion during her leadership of the pack.

“I’m not a city person. I’m just a backwoods hick, and I don’t think anybody around here 
have an issue with homosexuals,” said fellow parent Robert Dunn. “She did a wonderful job, 
and what they did to her was just horrible. When I told my son Jen was kicked out because 
she is gay, he didn’t know what was wrong because he thought gay meant happy. He’s just 
devastated.” Don Thomas, whose grandson is a scout in Tyrrell’s pack, said either he or his 
wife has been to “every cub scout meeting my grandson has attended, also to every function, 
community event, Salvation Army ringing bells, collection of food for the needy....etc. I do 
not know where you are getting your information, but never ever has sex been brought up, 
not in any way shape or form. In fact, I was not aware of Jen even being gay for quite some 
time.....wasn’t an issue or concern.”
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By Casey Williams/ Automotive Reporter

You Auto 
Try This...

Despite driving about a hundred vehicles in a year, including some of the most high-
horsepower muscle cars available to mortal man, my personal preferences tend 
towards fuel-efficient sport sedans. I want enough space to carry four comfortably, 
fuel economy over 30-MPG Hwy. and crisp handling. I tend to own cars for a very long 
time, so a reputation for durability is expected. I could go for the Acura TSX that I 
recently drove to Chicago for the World Peace Summit of Nobel Laureates.

I was a big fan of the first-generation Acura TSX. Essentially a European-market 
Honda Accord brought stateside, the smaller sedan offered all of its larger sibling’s 
sophistication in more compact, fun-to-drive package. More expressive styling and 
advanced technology makes the current second-generation even better.

It might be difficult to tell the TSX apart from the larger TL or RL if you didn’t park 
them side-by-side. Acura’s chrome shield grille, arching roofline and high deck are 
present. Fog lamps, 17” alloys, heated mirrors with turn indicators and sculpted body-
sides give the car a distinguished look. A power moonroof welcomes light and air.

As serious as a good Japanese sedan should be, the TSX’ cabin is driver-focused and 
lounge comfortable. Firm heated leather seats provide support on long drives and grip 
your sides with bolsters during spirited cornering. Rear seats are best left to smaller 
voyagers, but are roomy enough to get a couple of friends to dinner and back. Voice 
activated navigation, audio and climate controls were appreciated in the first TSX and 
are welcome in this one as well.  

Audio is enhanced by a USB input for MP3 players, XM Satellite Radio, CD player and 
steering-wheel mounted controls. Bluetooth seamlessly connects phones to the car’s 
touchscreen. Everything you could need is in there, but everything seems simple and 
easy-to-use. God bless Acura for that. This car is ultimately about driving, not playing 
with buttons.

Beyond interior simplicity, the measure of a good sport sedan is its powertrain. 
Acura gave the TSX a 201hp 2.4-litre DOHC four-cylinder engine connected to the 
front wheels through a paddle-shifted five-speed automatic transmission. That does 
not seem like an overwhelming amount of power or a number of gears up to current 
standards, but the crispness of the shifting and sweetness of the revving gives more 
than expected. Cruising at 80mph is no problem and the car eagerly steps up to 100 
mph and beyond. Over 200 miles going to Chicago, I averaged almost 37-MPG running 
around 70 mph on the Interstate. Returning home at a much faster clip, I still man-
aged 33-MPG. Acura and the EPA claim 22/31-MPG city/hwy. If the trip computer is to 
be believed, that’s beyond conservative.

What’s better is that the engine is connected to a chassis worthy of its gusto. A tight 
four-wheel independent suspension system loves corners, settles nicely on the highway 
and rumbles over rough downtown city pavement without transmitting a shudder to 
the body structure. Electric power steering provides good feedback and is the right bal-
ance of comfort and sport. Engineers installed a tower brace to minimise body flex. It 
shows as the car is solidly-constructed. An electronic throttle works with the stability 
control system to optimise fuel efficiency and safety. Four-wheel anti-lock disc brakes, 
electronic brake force distribution and traction control are standard.

I don’t want to play with cars; I want to drive them. Sure I appreciate the latest tech-
nology, but I want to hear the engine sing for the clouds, feel a tight suspension under 
my rump and have enough space for friends. Excellent fuel economy is also much-
appreciated. After 400 miles and a day full of luncheons, meetings and seminars, I was 
glad to see the TSX roll up in front of Chicago’s JW Marriot. The TSX is my idea of a 
sport sedan - able to do it all with grace and pace. An as-tested price of $33,795 puts it 
within reach. Competitors include the Buick Verano, Infiniti G25, Lincoln MKZ, and 
BMW 1-Series.
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By Michael Wright / Edward D Jones
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In the past, many people stayed at one job, or at least one company, for almost their 
entire working lives. When they retired, they could typically count on a pension, the 
value of which was based on their years of service and earnings. But today, workers 
can expect to hold several different jobs in their lifetime, and to a great extent, pen-
sions have been replaced by 401(k) plans, which place much of the funding responsi-
bility on employees. So, assuming you will change jobs at some point, and you do have 
a 401(k), what should you do with it?

Here are your basic choices:

—Cash out your plan. If you cash out your plan, your company will likely pay you 80% 
of your account value, withholding the rest for federal taxes. And if you’re younger 
than age 59½, you may well be slapped with a 10% IRS tax penalty. Even worse, you’ll 
have lost a key source of your retirement income. Still, if you are leaving your em-
ployer involuntarily, and you need the money, cashing out your 401(k) is an option you 
may need to consider.

—Keep the money in your company’s plan. When you leave a company, your employer 
may allow you to keep your money in your existing 401(k). You may want to choose 
this route if you like the investment choices available in your plan. However, you might 
be caught by surprise if the company decides to change investment options. Further-
more, some employers may charge former employees fees to maintain their 401(k) 
plans.  

—Move the money into your new employer’s plan. If your new employer has a 401(k) 
and allows transfers, you could roll the money from your old plan into the new one. 
This might be an attractive option if you like the investment options in your new em-
ployer’s plan. 

—Roll the money over to an IRA. You may find several advantages to rolling your 
401(k) over to an Individual Retirement Account (IRA). First, your money will still 
have the potential to grow on a tax-deferred basis. Second, you can invest your funds 
in virtually any investment you choose — stocks, bonds, government securities, certifi-
cates of deposit (CDs), etc. Third, if you own more than one 401(k) account, you could 
find it advantageous to consolidate them into a single IRA, thereby making it easier to 
allocate and monitor your retirement assets. And fourth, if you have children,  IRAs 
may give you greater flexibility if you plan to pass money to them. In fact, if your child 
inherits your IRA, he or she has the option of stretching withdrawals over the child’s 
entire lifetime, rather than taking the money as a lump sum. If you do transfer funds 
from your old 401(k) to an IRA, be sure to use a “direct rollover” to avoid the possibil-
ity of triggering unwanted taxes. And do not forget in most states (and in federal law) 
where gay relationships are not recognised you can’t roll over that IRA to your part-
ner’s kids or your same-sex lover no matter how long you have been together.

Whatever you do, before making any moves with your 401(k), consult with your tax 
and financial advisors. By looking closely at your options, and by getting professional 
guidance, you can make the choice that’s right for you.  

On another topic, I’d be willing to bet you missed it in May. I sure did! What? Be a 
Millionaire Day, which is “celebrated” every 20th of May. While amassing a million 
dollars may not be as significant a milestone as it used to be, most of us would still 
feel pleased if we could someday attain “millionaire” status. While there are no perfect 
formulas or guarantees, here are some steps to consider when working toward any 
investment goal: 

—Put time on your side. The earlier you begin saving and investing, the better your 
chances of reaching your financial goal. You can’t expect to “strike it rich” immediately 
with any single investment, but by investing year in and year out, and by choosing 
quality investment vehicles, you have the opportunity to achieve growth over time.

—Pay yourself first. If you wait until you “have a little extra money lying around” 
before you invest, you may well never invest. Instead, try to “pay yourself first.” Each 
month, move some money automatically from a checking or savings account into an 
investment. When you’re first starting out in the working world, you might not be able 
to afford much, but as you advance in your career, you can increase your contribu-
tions.
 
 —Control your debts. It’s easier said than done, but if you can keep a lid on your debt 
payments, you’ll have more money with which to invest. 

 
—Take advantage of tax deferral. When you invest in tax-deferred vehicles, such as a 
traditional Individual Retirement Account (IRA) and your 401(k) or similar employer-
sponsored retirement plan, your money has the opportunity to grow faster than it 
would if placed in an investment on which you paid taxes each year. Of course, when 
you start taking withdrawals, presumably at retirement, you’ll have to pay taxes, but 
by then, you may be in a lower tax bracket. And since you’ll have some control over 
your withdrawals, you can help control taxes, too.
 
—Build share ownership. As an investor, one of the best things you can do to build 
your wealth is to increase the number of shares you own in your investments. So, look 
for buying opportunities, such as when prices are low. Also, consider reinvesting any 
dividends or distributions you may receive from your investments. 
 
—Don’t be overly cautious. For your money to grow, you need to put a portion of your 
investment dollars in growth-oriented vehicles, such as stocks. It is certainly true that 
stock prices will always fluctuate, sometimes quite sharply, and you may receive more 
or less than your original investment when sold. But if you avoid stocks entirely in 
favour of more stable vehicles, you run the risk of earning returns that may not keep 
you ahead of inflation. As you approach retirement, and even during retirement, your 
portfolio will probably still need some growth potential. Work with your financial advi-
sor to determine the appropriate approach for you. 
 
—Think long term. By creating a long-term investment strategy and sticking to it, 
you’ll be less likely to take a “timeout” from investing in response to perceived negative 
news, such as market downturns and political crises.

Following these suggestions may someday allow you to reach the point when your 
financial goals become a reality for you.
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By Bill Elliott / Word Critic

Standard 
Reviewer

Dark Shadows is the latest in a string of American TV shows of yesteryear to be trans-
ferred onto the big screen. The question needs to be asked: “Why?” 

The only point in re-making a TV show as a film is if it adds something to the original 
that wasn’t there in the first place or if the filmmakers revisit it in an ironic way, as the 
makers of 21 Jump Street did recently. The key isn’t simply re-making but re-inventing 
the original. 

Sadly, Dark Shadows falls down in terms of re-invention, playing its cards too close to 
its progenitor’s chest. Despite its pedigree (Johnny Depp, Michele Pfeiffer and über-
successful director Tim Burton), it’s a bit of a disappointment and frankly a bit of a 
mess, albeit an occasionally amusing and largely inoffensive mess.

That it is might have something to do with the original. The 1960s TV series Dark 
Shadows was a bit of an odd duck in the first place. A gothic soap opera shot on a 
shoestring budget (It had the look of being filmed in someone’s basement.), it was 
more about atmosphere and character than plot or message.

It was campy, almost unintentionally so, which accounts for much of the show’s charm 
and its longevity (the original 1,225 daily episodes between 1965 and 1971 have been 
syndicated numerous times, making it one of the top ranked “cult” TV series of all 
time). It could be scary but only in a way that seems innocent and naïve given what 
passes for scary — even PG-scary — on TV today.

Tim Burton’s film closely adheres to the TV show’s plotline, but whereas the television 
series took a couple of hundred episodes to introduce the character who is now almost 
synonymous with the show, the film jumps into the Barnabas Collins story right away.

Young Barnabas leaves Liverpool, England, in 1760 to travel with his family to the 
New World. Settling in Maine, the Collins family expands its fishing empire, dominat-
ing the local fishing industry to the extent that the town in which they live is renamed 
Collinsport in their honour. 

As a young man, Barnabas (played by the ageless Depp) dallies with the household’s 
pretty maid, Angelique Bouchard (Eva Green), who professes her love for him. Sadly, 
Barnabas cannot return the love she feels, falling for the wispier — and slightly more 
upscale — Josette DuPres (Bella Heathcote). 

Unable to win his love, Angelique decides to exact revenge on Barnabas for spurning 
her. A practicing witch (well, it is the late 1700s — it was all the rage back then), she 
puts a curse on him. Josette dies and Barnabas tries to kill himself, only succeeding in 
transforming into a vampire in the process (How this happens is not really explained 
in the film.).

Adding insult to vampiric-injury, Barnabas is then forced to spend the next 200 years 
confined to a coffin after Angelique leads a town mob in burying him alive.

Jump forward to the swinging 1970s and Barnabas is accidentally released by work-
men doing a little construction work. Barnabas is thirsty and has quite a bit of catch-
ing up to do: setting the family home and business in order, re-acquainting himself 
with the Collins clan (quite a group of misfits in their own right — must run in the 
family), in addition to running into a couple of ghosts from his past.

If you saw the trailer for Dark Shadows you might be forgiven for thinking that the 
film is knockabout farce of the Jack Black-Adam Sandler ilk. But that is not the case. 

There are some funny moments in the film, mostly involving Barnabas being forced to 
adapt to American culture in the 1970s after being steeped in the American culture of 
the 1770s. 

Seeing Karen Carpenter singing on television he attacks the TV set exclaiming, “What 
sorcery is this?,” summoning the “tiny songstress” to come out of the box and reveal 
herself. 

Likewise, when a young relative requests that Alice Cooper headline the family ball, 
Barnabas declares the singer, “Ugliest woman I ever saw!”

One might expect a 200-year-old vampire to fit right into the glam rock, post-hippy 
saturated 70s and to a large degree Barnabas does. This conceit is perhaps the one that 
works best in the film.

Where Dark Shadows falls down is in not really knowing what kind of animal it wants 

to be. The film is camp but not camp enough to really spoof or comment ironically 
on the original. It is not consistently funny enough to be considered an out-and-out 
comedy. 

Likewise, the romantic subplot between Barnabas and Josette isn’t developed enough 
to convince the audience, regardless of in which century it takes place. Dark Shadows 
is not scary enough to be a horror film either. It crosses too many genre lines, blurring 
them without really acknowledging them or tipping its hat to them. 

The film has all the trademarks of a Tim Burton film — quirkier-than-life characters, 
grey, almost washed-out cinematography, Halloween store costumes, Dungeons and 
Dragons sets and, late on in the film, some stop-motion photography that recalls the 
special effects of the late, great Ray Harryhausen.

What the film lacks is consistency and punch. Michele Pfeiffer as the family’s matri-
arch, Elizabeth Collins Stoddard and Helena Bonham Carter as the Collins family’s 
resident psychiatrist, Dr. Julia Hoffman, are both under used and have little overall 
impact on the film. 

The same can be said of the Lolita-like Chloe Grace Moretz as Elizabeth’s hippy teen-
age daughter, Carolyn, and Bella Heathcote as Josette DuPres/Victoria Winters. Surely 
these characters could have been more developed and fleshed out?

Essentially, Dark Shadows is the Johnny Depp show, though it really shouldn’t be criti-
cised for that. Depp is clearly director Tim Burton’s thespian talisman. The pair has 
made eight films together and perhaps this is just a film too far for both. 

Emerging from the hugely successful camp-seafaring franchise, Pirates of the Carib-
bean, Depp’s English salty-dog accent has softened and takes on the more genteel tones 
of a slightly earlier age and a more aristocratic milieu. But it is still Johnny Depp do-
ing a silly English accent, no matter how good he has become at it. To hang an entire 
film on a single slight-of-voice trick is a little too much to ask of modern American film 
audiences.

Still, while almost instantly forgettable, Dark Shadows is not as offensive as many of 
the soon-to-be released Summer films previewed in the theatre beforehand. Such fare 
as Gangster Squad, Madagascar 3 and Snow White and the Huntsman — vastly differ-
ent films from completely different genres — all share one common element: extreme 
violence. 

At least the scary stuff in Dark Shadows is mannered and camp enough to seem car-
toonish and a bit silly. I worry at the extreme and graphic violence that young kids are 
being exposed to elsewhere. 

So, if TV remakes are what it takes to quell, briefly, the mindless violence that domi-
nates American filmmaking these days, then so much the better. 

What next for the silver screen?  Mister Ed?  My Mother the Car?
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Author’s Note: This month’s question comes, not from a reader, but from an old friend now 
living in Florida, who recently contacted me by phone to pose the following dilemma.

Question: I’m concerned about a close friend I’ll call “Hal.” Hal is a forty-something guy 
with a great job, great physique and Hollywood movie star looks (think Harrison Ford 
about 10 to 15 years ago). All of us who know him think he could have any man he wants. 
And I guess he does, which is why I’m writing you … because the only men he seems to 
want are young straight bartenders and waiters!

Hal has become a true master at the fine art of seduction. We’ll go out to a bar or restau-
rant (and not gay bars or restaurants, mind you), and right away he starts sizing up the 
field. He’ll ask, do I think this guy is cute or do I think that one is “do-able?” When the 
waiter or bartender starts serving us, Hal flirts shamelessly with him. As the night pro-
gresses, he steps up the ante, beginning to compliment the guy, asking him where he works 
out “to get those big shoulders and biceps,” or where he buys his clothes, “that fit that great 
body so well.” All along the way, he’s tipping lavishly. Then he begins throwing out hints 
about being “free that evening,” wondering aloud what he’s going to do later. He’ll ask the 
bartender or waiter, “Got any suggestions? What do you like to do for fun? So when do you 
get off work tonight?” And damned if he doesn’t score with these young straight men, nine 
times out of ten! Some of our friends say, “What’s the problem? If an older guy wants to 
go after younger, straight men, and give them a little ‘walk on the wild side,’ what’s the big 
deal?” 

Well, here’s the problem … Hal isn’t getting any younger, and he hasn’t had a significant 
relationship with another man in years -- who could, when he’s always chasing after 
“chicken?” So most of us who care for him (and I guess I need to confess, I care for him a 
bit more than just as a “friend”) worry about his future. Like I said, he could have any man 
that he wants, but not while he’s wasting his time on young, hetero one-night stands.

So what do you suggest? Should his friends try to do some sort of “intervention” where 
we all tell him how much we care about him and encourage him to seek treatment for this 
strange obsession of his? Or what?

My Response: The topics of “older-man-to-younger-man” and “gay-to-straight-man” are 
ones that have garnered considerable attention over the years in a variety of forums, from 
erotic gay fiction, to more scholarly works about human sexuality. Yet despite all of that 
attention, many of us may still feel a bit uncomfortable about how to handle the situation 
when we find ourselves or someone we care about attracted to much younger, presumably 
heterosexual men (and knowing the male libido, can any of us ever really know for sure 
that anyone else is purely gay or straight?)

Admittedly, some of us aren’t “uncomfortable” at all. On the contrary, some of us may even 
see bedding multiple younger straight men as some sort of accomplishment. But in my 
own professional experience, I’ve seldom seen such exploitative sexual prowess. Instead, 
I’ve come to believe that, when an older man goes in pursuit of considerably younger and 
ostensibly straight men, something deeper is going on for them psychologically.

Once upon a time, when many of us in gay culture were more concerned with “how to 
come out” questions, than we were with “how to live and love after we come out” ques-
tions, there was a lot written about something called “internalised homophobia.” The gist 
of it was that many of us gay folk harbor secret feelings of self-loathing for being gay that 
can sabotage our happiness. While a little dated, that concept sheds some light on this situ-
ation.

Lots of us might enjoy the company of younger men — nothing wrong with that at all — 
and many of us might also enjoy making it with a straight guy, just to see if we can. But I 
think it’s safe to say that no mature gay man, who feels really good about himself, constant-
ly and exclusively pursues younger straight men. The mere fact that he’s continuously going 
out of his own age group in this rather driven and compulsive way, never having a gay 
paramour his own age, suggests “there’s something wrong with this picture.” And my guess 
is that the “something wrong” in this case, is that Hal has some deep, unsettling feelings of 
internalised homophobia.

All of that being said, I don’t think this friend (or is it more like a wishful “love interest”?) 
should try to intervene in Hal’s situation in any way. Hal is on his own, troubled journey, 
and has to find his own way through it. He’d do better just to keep in touch with Hal, offer 
as much friendship and emotional support as possible, and try his best to not get “hooked” 
in the other guy’s dysfunctional “stuff.”

Fred Schloemer, Ed.D., LCSW, is a gay psychotherapist and author in the Kentuckiana region. 
Contact him at FredSchloemer@aol.com. 
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Jill A. Ditmire / Mass Ave Wine Shoppe

Jill’s
Swill

News In 
Brief

Jill is off this month. Her column will return in July.

By Casey Payne / Lafayette

Casey’s 
Column

I’m Case, I’m sixteen and like every teen-
ager I’m different in my own special way. 

My family, for instance, is comprised of 
my two amazing mothers who make my 
life somewhat easy. I have five brothers 
and five sisters, and like all siblings we 
have our differences but we still love each 
other. 

Another difference is that unlike most 
teenagers I support gays and lesbians 
and the choice to date who you want to. 
In fact, I attended the wedding of my 
mother and my current step-mother at 
the 2010 Lafayette Gay Pride Festival. I 
myself have attended five Gay Pride fes-
tivals and find them exciting, joyful and 
fun for everybody. The photo at left is of 
me at the 2011 Lafayette Pride.

Because my mother is lesbian and some 
of my family is gay or lesbian I support 

and respect their and everyone’s own decisions. I get to support their choices while 
having fun at all the pride festivals, too. 

I think that everybody deserves to make their own choices no matter what they are. 
Something that I just recently noticed is I am not like other teenagers because very 
few understand what being lesbian or gay is. Even less show respect. Something that 
makes me different than most teenagers is I grew up around homosexuals and I under-
stand and respect everyone’s lifestyle. 

I know that not everybody can do that though. For instance, in my English class we 
were having a discussion on discrimination against African Americans. Then my 
teacher brought up the fact that when she was younger people were hated because of 
their skin colour, culture, religion and because of their sexual preference. Then a child 
behind me asked “There were gays back then?” 

I was mad of course though I calmed down, but my teacher answered his question 
with a “yes” and then said she didn’t like that word (“gay”). That got everybody started 
calling out names to call homosexuals such as flamers, fags, queers and homos. At 
that moment I was beyond pissed, because everybody — including the teacher — was 
laughing hysterically. 

After that I began to think about how wrong it was to make fun of people and their 
lives with ignorant names and how they thought it was funny. It made me wonder how 
anybody could find enjoyment out of it. Then I realised that people act the way they do 
because of how they were raised and I act the way I do because of who I was raised by. 

I respect gays and lesbians because I was raised by one and my life has always been 
spent around members of both the gay and straight community so I know how to 
respect everyone, and how to treat people equally.  

I don’t blame those kids for how they and teacher acted or even for how they were 
raised, but I’m more grateful knowing how I was raised. 

Without my family I would be just like those kids, but thankfully I’m not. I’m happy I 
was raised differently than everybody else in that class, ‘cause sometimes, different is 
better. 

(EDITOR’S NOTE—Welcome to one of two new columns which debut in this, our 21st 
Anniversary edition of The Word. This one will be an occasional column not appear-
ing every issue but from time to time with observations by Casey Payne, a very unique 
Northwest Indiana young man who has a mother and a step mother. We met Casey 
several years ago at Lafayette OUTfest and spotted him not as a visitor, but a volunteer. 
He helped the committee set up tables, canopies and stage the event and he stayed to help 
all evening long. He also attended the marriage ceremony, held at OUTFest in 2010, of his 
mother and her partner. His mom and step-mom approved him writing for The Word, 
and we hope if you get the chance to meet him at one of several prides he plans to attend 
this Summer you will congratulate him on his involvement with the community and his 
attitude toward life in general. He is a truly unique ally.)

OPPOSITION TO GAY MARRIAGE AT ALL-TIME LOW

New polling data from the Pew Research Centre for the People & the Press shows support 
for marriage equality at 47 percent – significantly higher than it was at any point prior 
to previous presidential elections. The poll also finds opposition to marriage equality has 
reached an all-time low. According to the polling opposition to marriage equality has plum-
meted nearly 15 percentage points over the last decade, while support has climbed by more 
than 10 percentage points. The Pew data is just the latest in a number of polls illustrating 
how issues of gay and lesbian equality are increasingly mainstream, and can no longer be 
used as divisive wedges despite the best efforts of right wingnuts.

The landscape surrounding support for gay issues has changed significantly since the 2008 
presidential election. In previous elections, particularly in 2004, marriage equality was used 
as a wedge issue to divide voters. This growing wave of data shows that such a strategy will 
no longer work. A 2011 Gallup poll found that support for marriage equality stood at an 
all-time high of 53 percent. A Washington Post/ABC News poll also clocked support at 53 
percent – up 17 percentage points from just five years prior. A 2010 Associated Press poll 
found support at 52 percent. And, a Greenberg Quinlan Rosner  poll recently found that an 
astounding 85 percent of people of faith say their religious beliefs lead them to the conclu-
sion that gays and lesbians should be treated equally under the law.

“An increasing number of Americans support equality on a wide array of issues, from 
marriage equality to non-discrimination,” the Human Rights Campaign President Joe 
Solmonese noted, adding, “These data reinforce the message we’re hearing over and over 
again as we approach the 2012 elections: being anti-gay is not a winning position for any 
candidate. As more and more Americans hear the personal stories of their gay and lesbian 
family members and friends, they’re coming to the conclusion that we deserve the same 
rights, benefits, and protections that everyone else receives.”
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COME OUT
our media partners:

Anniversary 
Concert
Tuesday, June 5th

Concert Band & 
Jazz Ensemble

the lawn at the 
Firehouse Museum 
on the corner of 
Massachusetts & 
College Avenue

Cadillac Barbie 

Parade
Saturday, June 9th

Marching Band & 
Visual Ensemble

SINCE 2005

PRIDE OF INDY

12:20pm:
Jazz Ensemble 
performance on main stage

12:40pm:
Pep Band 
performance on main stage

All day:
Visit our booth at 
the Circle City IN 
Pride Festival!

10AM7PM
FREE COME OUT

By DJ "Miss" Hill / MJ's Cafe / Dayton

Music 
Corner

Catch DJ “Miss” Hill at every Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday and Saturday at MJ’s Café in Dayton.

Hill’s Top 10. Based on dance floor results and requests (Not what he thinks is hot):

1 - Jennifer Lopez featuring Pitbull - Dance Again (Album Version)

2 - David Guetta ft. Nicki Minaj - Turn Me On (Extended Mix)

3 - Madonna - Girls Gone Wild (Dave Aude Mix)

4 - Kelly Clarkson - What Doesn’t Kill You (Stronger)

5 - Adele - Set Fire To The Rain (Moto Blanco Mix)

6 - Beyonce - Run The World (Dave Aude Mix)

7 - Rihanna ft Calvin Harris - We Found Love (Happy HotDog Club Mix)

8 - Neon Hitch - Fuck U Betta (Dave Aude Mix)

9 - Beyonce - Love On Top (John Rizzo Club Mix)

10 - LMFAO - Rock Party Anthem

Hey there!!! DJ “Miss” Hill here. I’m sayin’ the “YAAAAAY!”. Happy Gay Pride everyone. It’s time for those ex-
hausting events that take place throughout the month. Here’s hoping I get to play some of these on our special 
night. Just a reminder: I’m not here to tell you what’s new but to let you know what remixes are out there whether 
through my record/video pool or from word of mouth. And keep one other thing in mind. I love high energy music 
that makes me smile and makes me move. 
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—Carly Rae Jepsen - Call Me Maybe: Oh, goodie. More bubble gum. But at least it’s not annoying. “Here’s my 
number. Call me maybe.” Why? Is your name Maybe? To make it less bubble gummy we get the Almighty Club Mix 
bouncing all over the place. There is also the Cosmic Dawn Mix which is a little heavy on the piano but over-all not 
bad.

 

—Kat Graham - Put Your Graffiti on Me: What the hell is she talking about? “Put your grafitti on me...Put your 
name on it” What an odd why to stake your claim or mark your territory. That being said…I can’t stand the origi-
nal mix. I’ve never been a fan of top-40 sounding like a marching band. The Moto Blanco Club Mix totally wipes 
that away. Only thing I miss is the cow bell (SNL reference: Will Ferrell in a recording studio “We need more cow 
bell!”).

 

—Taylor Swift - Eyes Open: Oh, isn’t she cute? Where’s Kanye when you need him? I not a Taylor fan but I’m sure 
someone is. And we get the Jason Nevins Tempo Extended Mix. Which means he added energy and sped it up. 
Look out...Nevins added a very subdued dub step in there. But don’t worry. It’s a very small part of the mix.

 

—Nelly Furtado - Big Hoops (Bigger The Better): She’s puttin’ on her “Big Hoops” and going places. I believe 
she’s referring to her ear rings but when I say I’m putting on my hoops I’m referring to my cock ring. (TMI, right?) 
I don’t mind the original mix but it drags a bit. The Wideboys Mix really pumps it up. Makes me want to move.

 

—Coldplay - Charlie Brown: Here’s one for the Coldplay fans out there who want me to play their newest one on 
the dance floor. The Dave Aude Club Mix allows me to do just that. Leave it to Aude to make some modern rock 
danceable and maintain the rocky edge.

 

—Gossip - Perfect World: You wouldn’t know by the Seamus Haji Club Mix that this group is more goth dance 
than club dance. And that’s OK with me. Haji manages to keep the integrity of the original mix but amps up the 
energy.

That’s it for now. I’ll be back in July with some explosive hits. Check me out at MissHillDJ.com or find me on Face-
book under DJ-Douglas Hill. If you like or hate what I review about I really don’t care (just kidding) but feel free to 
e-mail me at hill@misshilldj.com or message me on facebook at DJ-Douglas Hill.  I welcome both good and hateful 
replies. And let me know about any local independent music. I’m always open to new stuff.
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By Lee Densmore Of The Word Staff

SAUGATUCK, Mich.—When you see the trademark rainbow Adirondack chairs on the 
front porch, you’ll know you’ve arrived at The Dunes Resort. Located about an hour 
north of the Indiana – Michigan border in Douglas-Saugatuck, The Dunes Resort pro-
vides a safe and comfortable place for gays and lesbians to relax, vacation or just party 
the weekend away.

The Dunes Resort has been crowned the Midwest’s largest family resort and entertain-
ment complex and is Western Michigan’s premier gay and lesbian vacation destination.  
During its 30 year history this complex has evolved from a modest hotel to a sprawling 
20-acre-plus vacation and entertainment centre. Offering a full calendar of events (yes, 

they are open year-round), the Summer season starts the first weekend in May and the 
action keeps going until well past the time the last of the leaves fall.  

From guest DJ’s like Chi-Chi LaRue to comedian Leslie Jordan (Beverly Leslie of Will 
& Grace fame), there is always something happening at The Dunes. The main bar is 
backed up by additional bars located in the game room, the cabaret, the Tea Dance 
deck and, of course, they have a poolside bar during the warmer months, meaning you 
never have a long wait for refreshments.

Resident DJ Mark Vallese keeps the main dance floor moving most nights but gives up 
the controls on selected evenings to an impressive guest DJ list including Tony Moran, 
Paulo, Lydia Prim and many more.  

The Dunes offers themed weekends, too, including Sandstorm, White Party, End of 
Summer, Bear, Leather and the Summer and Fall Women’s weekends just to name a 
few.

kitchen and a small studio cottage are also available and come with a shared Jacuzzi. And 
if your visit is on a tighter budget, there are three different styles of rooms in what they call 
“the dormitory.”

If you’re in the mood for a walk there are trails in the wooded area behind the hotel.

From my check-in with Jake, my grand tour with Richard and my bar greeting with hostess 
Krystal Van Kartier, I couldn’t have imagined a more impressive visit. My king room was 
very comfortable with plenty of space. There was a large bathroom with a tiled shower big 
enough for two … or three or more if you fit them in just right! 

From the locals to the guests from Indiana, Illinois, Michigan and beyond, everyone is 
friendly and accepting. The Dunes is a place where you can be yourself and not worry 
about what others will think.

And the friendliness extends into the towns of Douglas and Saugatuck. From gay owned, 
gay friendly and even the straight owned businesses, everyone is there to make you feel 
welcome.

Dunes owners Mike Jones, Danny Esterline and Greg Trzybinski and their staff will provide 
you with an unforgettable vacation experience or just a night to get away from reality.  Visit 
them soon. You can find The Dunes ad in The Word or online at www.dunesresort.com

Accom-
modations 
include 
double 
and king 
rooms, one 
bedroom 
cottages, 
king suites, 
and Jacuz-
zi suites. 
They also 
offer two-
bedroom 
cottages 
complete 
with 
fireplaces. 
A one bed-
room cot-
tage with 

The Dunes Has Been Wowing Gay 
Midwesterners For Three Decades
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Hackin’ 
The Net

By Ted Fleischaker / Word Publisher 
Years ago, when I was working at WUOL-FM, then the public radio station of the 
University Of Louisville, we aired an NPR show called Options. Ever since, whenever 
the word comes up I think of host Mike Waters (who died in 2000) and that show, 
which I proudly was guest host of once in my deep, dark past. What this has to do with 
computers was brought to mind recently by a friend who asked me “You always talk 
in your column about DSL, U-verse, connections and speeds, but how do I know what 
option I should have?”

And my reply to him, as well as all readers is the same: It depends what you are trying 
to do, how many folks at your house are trying to do things at the same time and what 
your budget and needs are. In other words, there are, to quote Mike, a lot of options.

So how DO you know? And is there a right and a wrong answer?

The second question first: there is not a hard and fast right or wrong. If you get things 
wrong you can change and correct errors, but if you have a contract this can be ex-
pensive or near-to-impossible. It can also cause a lot of headaches for you and anyone 
sharing the connection you decided to sign up for if you don’t get it right.

So how to know and what to look at and for?

Think of a weekly shop. You are headed for the grocery. First you decide what you are 
serving for some major meals. Be it roast, steak, chicken, turkey or meatloaf. Next, 
how much milk to buy. How many staples like flour, sugar, canned fruit or vegetables 
you need. How many guests will be eating with you in the upcoming week. You usually 
make some sort of a list before you ever leave home and then text or call or ask the 
family what they might want or need special — from Monster Energy Drinks to Oreos 
and you add those items if they fit in the budget and meal plans.

Do the same for internet connections, but shop carefully. Unlike that can of peas 
which — if not eaten this week can stay on the shelf for next — you might have to sign 
a contract agreeing to live with your choice for a year or longer. This is especially so if 
you get a special deal or introductory rate.

(both legal — and dare we say it illegal). They all take up bandwidth and require speed.

Next, consider what your options are. 

Just like with the groceries, if you only need a carton of milk and a dozen eggs you can 
hit the convenience store whereas if you need a whole week’s worth of food the better 
deal is O’Malia’s, Meijer, Kroger or Whole Foods. 

In the case of the internet who offers what you might need? In some real rural areas 
satellite service might be the sole option whereas in the city your cable TV firm, phone 
company and more are usually wanting (or dare we say pushing) to sell you internet 
access.

Look at all the options and get download speeds and your pricing in writing before you 
agree to anything. Spend some time NOW and compare or you might find that seat-
of-the-pants decision to grab the first thing really fits no better than, well, your pants 
from when you were 30 pounds lighter!

See what wiggle room there is, too. Often there are bundles. By a bundle I mean if you 
buy cable TV or voice from the same firm you may get the internet for 50% or less than 
if you only bought that. 

See what packages are out there, but do not get off track. Just like many groceries now 
have a $25 bundle of meat containing say hamburger, chicken breasts and pork chops, 
you’d not buy it if your family or you didn’t like or plan to eat all of the parts. 

If you only watch TV a few hours a week you likely won’t use cable TV enough to buy a 
package containing it no matter how cheaply. 

If you only talk on your cell phone you likely won’t need or want a land line. 

Look at all the parts and do your best in what’s an often purposely confusing myriad of 
choices to pick out what you REALLY need and will use. Buying what you won’t use is 
being a spendthrift and wastes money.

In today’s times you might well ONLY use, need or want the internet and while you 
will pay a bit more for only that by avoiding “plans”, why buy things you will rarely if 
ever use even at 50% off?

Next look at speeds. I know I harp on this topic a lot but it is a big deal. 

Friend Keith visited recently and was loving watching TV on his iPad at our place, but 
he called when he got back to Kentucky and whined that the app didn’t work right 
anymore. I had him run a speed test (www.speedtest.net) and unlike our 17 Megs of 
download, he was getting 2.7. It really does matter! Buy the fastest and best line you 
can legitimately afford and you will thank me for that later.

Recently our part of downtown Indianapolis got at&t’s U-verse service, but not TV or 
voice — only the internet part. We scoffed at it but then we found out we could get 15+ 
Megs of download speed compared to our 5 Megs on the old DSL, so we jumped at the 
chance and are thrilled. 

It’s true, the cost is $12+ a month more, but the speed makes everything work better, 
especially with three of us watching, downloading and playing — usually at the very 
same time.

And finally, remember what I said about how many will be consuming the service. Just 
as you’d not expect a single pound of hamburger to feed six people, you can’t expect a 
dial-up or low-priced slow DSL to let you, your partner and his two kids all be online 
at once — at least not if any of you plan to get anywhere or do anything. It just won’t 
work and someone will be buffering, disconnected or slow every time. 

Buy enough bandwidth for what you and everyone else realistically need. If every even-
ing you want to listen to Classic FM from the UK while your partner watches Glee on 
Hulu and his kids do homework or play on the Xbox then that 3 Meg DSL won’t cut it. 
If you usually are alone and just enjoy one application or two, then 3 Megs should do 
fine. 

Finally, also, consider “caps”. We have written about those before but they are, to 
briefly explain again, how much download you get a month for the price you pay. With 
at&t’s DSL it’s 150 gigabytes a billing period. With U-verse 250. Cable and other pro-
viders may have their own limits and numbers, so check how much you will be using 
and plan to play nice or expect an additional bill. You can get some good ideas what 
you can get for these and other numbers from at&t’s page at http://www.att.com/esup-
port/article.jsp?sid=KB409045#fbid=00FEN4nA3SM It gives a good idea (scroll down 
a bit for this) of what 150 Gigs really is and while I know few folks exceed it, in these 
data-heavy times it can be done.

So see? You do have options. Lots and lots of them. Way more than we did when we 
worked with Mike on NPR’s show many, many years ago. Be sure to explore all of the 
options you have, pick right and enjoy your internet time.

So what to do first?

Same thing you do before 
that grocery shop: Make 
a list of the typical inter-
net consumption in your 
home. Do you watch cable 
or satellite TV or do you 
stream movies and shows 
on Hulu or Netflix or with a 
Sling Box as we do (shown 
at left)? Do you watch a 
little or a lot? Do you watch 
free TV with an antenna or 
rent DVDs or watch a lot of 

YouTube or streaming CBS, CNN or NBC? And what about the spouse or kids if you 
have any? Does your household listen to hours of Pandora or internet radio? What 
about newspapers? Do you read in paper form or on your iPad or computer with an 
e-edition? That’s one of our papers below as seen on the e-edition.

Also what about games. 
Backyard Monsters, 
that Xbox Live and 
Words With Friends eat 
into internet usage and 
speed, too. Same with 
e-mails and web pages 
— especially if you do 
some work from home 
or have a home office. 
Next there’s WiFi used 
by you or visitors and 
a myriad of other pos-
sible internet uses — 
from general surfing to 
Apple TV to downloads 
of movies and music 
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Whipping 
Post

By Ms. K / Word Columnist
Gay pride month is a wonderful time of the year for those of us in our community. It brings 
about a time to reflect on our community, our friends and ourselves. I love this time of year 
as it brings our community together to celebrate our lives and each other.  

I hope you all will attend one or more pride celebrations this Summer — they range from 
Davenoprt, Iowa plus Dayton and Spencer the first weekend in June through Indy Pride in 
the middle of the month to Cincinnati and Lexington the last weekend of June on to Fort 
Wayne’s July Pride and Lafayette’s which finishes the Summer in August. Wherever you go I 
hope that you will support those in our community who work very hard to make these spe-
cial celebrations happen. These events take a lot of work all year long and they are designed 
for us to enjoy and show our pride!

Last month, I attended and presented two workshops at The Leather Leadership Conference 
in Nashville, Tennessee. The event was full of wonderful workshops and social opportuni-
ties for many of us in the Leather community. The weekend had attendees from all over the 
country as well as several Canadians.  

The workshop I conducted was entitled, “The Joys and Pitfalls of Producing an Event.”  Dur-
ing this workshop I discussed the last 20 years I have spent producing various events and 
the wonderful (and not so wonderful) things which have happened along the way. There 
were a lot of laughs and obviously some surprises to people who have only attended an 
event versus producing one or more. I also co-conducted a workshop with Ms Constance of 
Louisville entitled, “Passing the Torch.” 

This workshop was a way for us to give our opinions on how to best leave something you 
are producing or leading with grace and dignity. Both workshops were well received and I 
got a lot of great feedback from those who attended, for which I am also most appreciative. 
Thank you to those who went to LLC and stopped by at my workshops. It was great to see 
you again.  

LLC moves around the country from year to year so that different communities can enjoy 
hosting the event as well as giving the opportunity to those in our community who do not 
travel long distances to events to have this learning experience near their homes. To illus-
trate that point, next year, LLC will be in Seattle. I know many of the leathermen and leath-
erwomen who are working on LLC Seattle next year and I am sure they are already hard at 
work to make the 2013 conference an event no one will want to miss. Start saving for your 
plane ticket now!  

On to the mailbox... I received an e-mail from a gentleman in Indianapolis this past month 
asking me about what he should do in regard to leaving a club he was in and joining a dif-
ferent organisation. He is very torn as he does not want to burn ties with his brothers in the 
club he is currently a member of but he feels it is time to leave and give his efforts else-
where.  

I advised him that I have been in this situation before and leaving any group is never easy 
because someone is bound to get their feelings hurt no matter how hard we try.  When one 
feels it is time to move on, however, I feel it is best to do so. I believe we are not as effective 
when our whole heart is not in something or in an organisation.  People in our community 
leave and join organisations all the time, too. Some do it well while others do not.  

In the case of this writer (I will call him Ted) I advised Ted that I felt the best way to make 
his move was to gracefully say that he believed that his efforts were needed in another 
organisation and thus the club he was leaving would be fine without him. I do believe in 
keeping friendships from past organisations when at all possible but sometimes you have to 
put a bit of distance between you and the past to allow everyone to go forward and thrive. In 
this case, cutting all ties with the past club were, I felt, for the best and would allow Ted and 
his former club mates to focus on the future. I am very glad to know that Ted is not leaving 
the community but putting his energy into another organisation that will benefit us all.  

Finally, I have been asked by several folks who read this column about the purpose of 
various clubs in our community. I feel that clubs serve a great purpose and are very much 
needed. There are many people who are at their best when they belong to a group because 
they can combine efforts with others and do great things. Clubs have also been a long part 
of our history in the Leather community and I hope that they will continue to exist and 
grow. I have belonged to a few clubs in the past and have always enjoyed the kinship that 
exists between club brothers and sisters. It is like having a chosen family you get to hang out 
with and enjoy.  

Please write to me at MsKLeather@sbcglobal.net with your questions and comments. I enjoy 
reading and responding to your e-mails each month.  

SAUGATUCK, Mich.—A fund-raising event to send 2012 Mr. Michigan Leather Woody 
to the 34th annual International Mr. Leather contest was held 5th May at The Dunes 
Resort here.  

The day included an afternoon cookout on the outdoor deck where the day’s special 
was “Woody’s Weiner Plate” served with plenty of beer.  

The evening included several interesting games of bingo, with some very special 
prizes for the “weiners”. Woody spent the night calling the numbers, but alas, for each 
mistake he made, another article of clothing was shed. He ended up in a jockstrap and 
leather boots, but there were no complaints from the crowd — at least none that we 
heard.

Special guest for the night was Angel who currently holds the title of Mr. Chicago 
Leather 2012. Both men were set to compete in the 2012 International Mr. Leather 
contest in Chicago. More info about that event can be found at www.imrl.com

—Lee Densmore

Dunes Hosts Send-Off 
For Mr. Michigan Leather
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Word Photos 
By Arty Allen
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Sheila's 
Column

By Sheila Kennedy
The theory behind freedom of speech was pretty simple: a robust consideration 
and debate of all ideas will lead to adoption of the better ones. When all points of 
view can be examined, people will opt for those which are best for that society.

The history of civil rights in the U.S. would seem to support that thesis; despite 
some pretty grim periods, the nation has consistently — if sometimes painfully — 
moved to a more inclusive, more humane interpretation of equality.

During the past several decades, however, the advent of an ever-more pervasive 
electronic media has brought on more and more spin and micro-targeting. As a re-
sult, political operatives have been able to target their respective base voters with 
messaging that rarely breaks through to the general public, depriving that public 
of the sort of arguments that free speech advocates believe are essential to good 
policy decisions.

Thanks to Barack Obama’s recent endorsement of same-sex marriage, however, we 
are going to have one of those truly public debates.  

Obama has come out (no pun intended) for the equal protection of the laws, for a 
government that applies the same rules to gay, lesbian, bi & trans folks that it ap-
plies to heterosexuals. 

Romney has endorsed a federal constitutional amendment to ban same-sex 
marriage and has personally contributed to anti-gay and anti-marriage equality 
organisations.

Perhaps more importantly, this stark difference of position comes at a time when 
those who do not follow politics closely are beginning to see just how radical the 
Republican base — to which Romney is in thrall — has become. 

Here in Indiana, the 2-1 defeat of Richard Lugar by a Tea Party yahoo has been a 
wake-up call. 

Despite being routinely characterised as a moderate, Lugar was a very conserva-
tive Senator (probably a great deal more conservative than many of his supporters 
realised). 

As E.J. Dionne noted, he wasn’t “moderate”— he was civil. He actually engaged in 
conversation with people he disagreed with. To the rabid know-nothings who cur-
rently control the GOP, that was evidently sin enough.

And Indiana is not alone, unfortunately. The radicalisation of the once Grand Old 
Party has been proceeding for a long time now. But that radicalisation has oc-
curred largely out of view of the people who are simply going about their everyday 
business. What has been obvious to us political junkies is just now becoming obvi-
ous to the general public.

With Obama’s announcement, the “agendas” of base voters, Republican and 
Democrat alike, are receiving widespread attention. The choice is stark and it isn’t 
limited to same-sex marriage. If you think about it, positions on same-sex mar-
riage are indicators of political and moral philosophies. People who favour civil 
liberties and equality for lesbian, gay, bi & trans people tend to believe in separa-
tion of church and state, in government neutrality and even-handedness.

People who are adamantly opposed to the extension of equal rights to gays and 
lesbians, on the other hand, tend to believe in authoritarian government, tend to 
support the GOP’s “war on women,” and tend to reject the principle of separation 
of church and state in favour of a belief in America as a “Christian nation.” 

Diversity makes them uncomfortable, and — let’s be honest — so does the pres-
ence of a black man in the White House. 

Bottom line? Different positions on same-sex marriage are proxies for dramati-
cally different world views. 

What Obama’s endorsement of same-sex marriage has done is shine a very bright 
light on these differences. It was a decision to reject the continued micro-targeting 
of messages — the “wink-wink” approach favoured by political operatives of both 
parties — in favour of the very public, very robust debate envisioned by the found-
ers.

It’s a debate worth having. I just hope the founders weren’t overly optimistic.
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Food For 
Thought

Gossip 
Cats

By Gossipcats Britain & Sydney By Ted Fleischaker / Word Publisher
INDIANAPOLIS—We wrote about the downtown Indianapolis Scotty’s Brewhouse 
shortly after it opened at Pennsylvania Street, Washington Street and Virginia Avenue 
and gave it what was at the time a really lousy review. Actually from our recall (and 
checking of the old reviews) we said / implied they made us feel like Greek gods since 
the food was so badly overcooked as to make us feel like we were getting burnt offerings. 
The service was lousy, too and we found little reason to ever go back, so we haven’t.

Recently, however, two friends asked us to lunch and they picked Scotty’s, so rather than 
fight it (and because we wanted to be polite and they — not we — picked) we decided 
as well over a year had passed to try again. This time, we did not feel like gods as they 
did cook our burger medium rare, but between the dining room’s noise level (somewhat 
close to a boiler factory or jet in the final take-off mode) and other factors we will not be 
rushing back.

And did we mention the pricing? Even with the 10% discount we got for checking in on 
Foursquare the bill was at least 20% too high for what appeared on our plates.

So what was good? The server for one thing was great. He came by often enough to keep 
the beverages full and the smiles coming but was not so intrusive as to interfere with a 
lunch table which ended up growing to five. Bravo!

Sadly the items he served still needed help — some major and some minor — to be 
worth what Scotty’s charged. The Bison burger Anthony ordered arrived quite rare and 
cold (as did his fries) which was not as it was requested. The Scooters, described on 
the menu as, “four 2oz. ground chuck mini burgers served with lettuce, tomato, pickle 
and onion...” were no bargain at all as they cost over $9 and had cheese been desired an 
additional $1.25 would have been added. The person ordering them did get a special for 
two of them and corn chips which she said could have come out of the vending machine 
at the office building next door, so not even a “deal” as a special. What say we skip these 
next time and just hop down to White Castle for four of their famous burgers served in a 
lot less loud atmosphere and for under half that bill?

Another at the table had the Chop Chop Salad and at $10.25 it was, once again, over-
priced, especially as the menu reads, “add chicken, ham or turkey for a little extra...” 
EXTRA? EXTRA?!!!! Where do the folks at Scotty’s get their price points? In dreamland? 
There are a lot of spots downtown with better looking salads and one doesn’t even need 
to get a loan from their bank to buy one. Next!

Finally, the last at the table had the South of the Border salad which was, again,  over 
$10 and the menu followed it with this VERY laughable commentary. See if you can 
follow it:  “substitute black beans for beef at no extra charge, substitute chicken for beef, 
$1 make it a chicken and beef combo, $2.75 “the works” - chicken, beef and black beans, 
$4 add fresh guacamole, 2oz., $1.25 — 4oz., $2.25  add cajun spices for 50¢” Did you 
understand that? We didn’t but we do know the guy who ordered the salad and got the 
beef noted “It was OK but badly overpriced.”

Are you seeing a theme here?

Scotty’s downtown is a spot close to our home & office and we understand they are 
opening yet another on the South Side, but what we hear from others exactly matches 
what we found again first-hand: If you want to meet the gang for some snacks after work 
with drinks or beer it’s ideal. If you want to go for food it would be better to go else-
where because the food is just (sadly) not that good.

This is especially sad to us as we want to like Scotty’s. We really do. But we love Rock 
Bottom, adore RAM and used to patronise Alcatraz until they closed at Circle Centre. In 
other words, a good sports bar or microbrewery is a great thing, but sadly Scotty’s fails 
on so many points that we can see no reason to ever go back. In fact, if it’s suggested 
again we will politely pass or sub one of the other microbreweries or great spots like 
Pearl Street, Greek’s Pizza or a jaunt to Santorini, Iaria’s or Iozzo’s. One can have far, far 
better food at any (or all) of the above for less cash.

Speaking of Greek’s, to end on a happier note, we recently did lunch there (it’s at 15 
North Pennsylvania within spitting distance of Scotty’s) and came away raving. They 
have a wonderful antipasto salad, a great selection of sandwiches and their pizzas are 
fantastic. We even got our requested anchovies in large number and the all meat pizza 
another at the table ordered was also first-rate. The sandwiches (one of our number also 
had one) were proclaimed quality as well and the staff and boss all bore large smiles and 
were actually happy to see us unlike so many restaurants which seem to act like they 
are doing the customers a favour by even waiting on them. It’s apparent that the crew at 
Greek’s Downtown love what they do and they do it well.

Ah, June...pride month around most of the region and as usual, between the hotels 
saying no to cats and temperatures which can be too hot for us (especially poor 
Sydney who is, shall we say a few pounds overweight) we don’t get to go. You can, 
however, look for Ted & Ivan & Anthony, our human counterparts along with Lee 
and his Living Under The Rainbow crew and we understand they are doing nine 
prides this Summer so we get a lot of cat sitters while they have all the fun. Hiss 
to that! Speaking of fun, it appears that some folks have been having more 
of that than others... Ted & Ivan ran into Downtown Olly’s hot barboy Bobby 
the other morning on their walk about 9.45 and when they asked a grinning 
Bobby where he was headed (they met on Illinois Street near Ohio) Bobby 
informed them he was, “Doing the walk of shame.” Asking what they meant 
they were told he’d gone home with someone but further information was declined 
as was a request a couple days later (after Bobby was all shaved and cleaned up). 
We pussies haven’t found anyone willing to talk, either, but we do hope since it was 
almost 10 a.m. that Bobby’s trick had at least made him breakfast before he started 
that walk. Isn’t there some rule that if you keep someone after 8 a.m. that’s re-
quired? We think there should be! ... Speaking of happenings at Olly’s they kept 
it secret from we cats for awhile but we finally found out Johnny and Chris 
are again a couple. We are happy for both and hope it works out well. Oh, and 
Chris, Ted still wants a motorcycle ride! ... Speaking of motorcycles, we had to 
giggle at Mykee’s Facebook profile pic as it shows the hot Unicorn dancer on 
his motorcycle, but he’s facing backwards! Mykee, you should get great mileage 
that way, but don’t let the cops spot you! ...Speaking of spots, we hear several 
nightspots in the Central Indiana area are on the market. We can’t name ‘em 
all (We girls have to have some secrets, right?), but we are told a bid for one very 
popular one was turned down while another is still looking for a buyer. There’s also 
a 3rd we are told could be had for the right price, meaning there might be some 
ownership and format changes this Summer. As always we pussies will see what 
we can sniff out ... Speaking of sniffing, Ted has been sniffing around Mass. 
Ave. and it looks like the move at Metro is delayed until July “at least” we are 
told by manager Douglass. We know that a slower-than-expected purchase of the 
club’s new building in the 400 block is to blame, plus some paperwork, but look for 
construction any day now. By the way, Metro is NOT one of the clubs which might 
change ownership as these cats’ friend Jim Brown is happily staying as the owner 
...Speaking of owning, congrats to this column’s friend Adam on owning a 
new house. He’s recently sold his downtown Indy condo to a friend and is build-
ing a new place up in Fishers, which is far north Indy ‘burbs for those reading out 
of town ...Speaking of far north, congrats to our ex-Damien Centre friend Lisa 
on her appointment as the boss at the Northeast Indiana AIDS Task Force in 
Fort Wayne. She’s recently relocated to the Fort from Logansport and we wish her 
all the best ... Speaking of wishing, we wish we’d found time to go see South-
ern Baptist Sissies over at Theatre on the Square. It included our good friend 
and Ivy’s staffer Tyler in the cast. We’ll have to try harder the next time he’s on 
stage! ...And speaking of stages, there was one leaving Louisville recently and 
our friend and co-worker Arty Allen was on it! Arty, for those with long memo-
ries, was manager at the late Bullwinkle’s in Bloomington (Where he earned his 
reputation as “Party Arty”.) and later at a variety of Louisville spots before finding a 
real day job in the health insurance field. Well, girls, he was recently asked to move 
up in his field and took a big, big job in Boston! We hear the salary involves enough 
money to buy a lot of food for his pug, but he was worried at his move because 
he knows no one in Beantown at all. If you head that way look him up...and all 
the best to a great friend of this column’s as well. Oh, and we almost forgot...Joe 
is not planning to make the move we hear tell, so we suppose they are now ex bf’s 
which is sad as we adore Joe as well ... Speaking of adoring, we rarely see her, 
but we adore our friend Carol’s puss Lucy. She just lives a few floors below us in 
this building, but Lucy some advice: Quit aggravating Carol with your little “gifts” 
on her fancy bedspread or you might get a one-way trip to the pound or worse! 
Besides, our poor owners have to wash up after you do your deeds since Carol’s 
not got a washer or dryer as big as ours and her quilt won’t fit! ...Finally, speaking 
of fitting, we feel it’s not fit for a cat to report on, but Ted & Ivan’s partner 
Anthony has opened (how humiliating!) a DOG walking service downtown in 
Indy. He has had so much fun walking our friend Denny’s yellow lab Cody that he’s 
decided to try his hand (and feet) as a paid dog walker. He has an ad in this paper 
but you can find him at ame315@gmail.com if you have a dog what needs exercis-
ing. Good thing we cats are smart enough to do all that without human interven-
tion, huh? Happy pride and see you in July!
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